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business breakfast

Next Office™ Concept

February 15, 2018

sponsored by

Lindner Hotel Gallery
Central, Bratislava

Creating the right working
environment that provides the
backbone of an efficient and
motivated team is a challenge
known to every company,
regardless of its size and the
number of employees. You can
look for inspiration but there’s
no guarantee that following the
latest trends will work for your
team. As the attendees learned,
it is not just a matter of budget,
as the biggest investment in
office space doesn’t necessarily
translate into the desired
outcomes.

Gábor Paukovics, Strategic Project
Manager CEE Region, Kinnarps

by Andrej Kližan

This business breakfast introduced
an innovative workspace analysis
concept from Kinnarps designed
to help organizations develop
a supportive work environment
which allows the employees to
carry out their work activities
in the most effective way. The
concept is based on direct
feedback from employees, which
creates a huge added value for
the organization in the form of
improved trust level, employee
satisfaction and productivity.

business seminar

The competition for attracting
skilled talent as well as retaining
the key employees is becoming
more and more fierce. Employers
are well aware that satisfied and
motivated employees are an
inevitable part of the equation to
success. However, keeping them
motivated and satisfied is proving
to be a challenge that goes way
beyond an attractive paycheck.
This seminar offered an in-depth
look at how employers can make
adjustments resulting in a working
environment which adds value to
several areas of the company’s
efforts. Besides contributing to a
more productive, healthier and
stimulating workspace, it can also
be aligned with the company’s
core values and principles, thus
boosting employee morale. Not
to mention that such a workplace can provide the decisive
advantage over competitors in
the eyes of current and potential
employees. Expert speakers introduced topics ranging from the
effects of the digital revolution
on work environments, the latest
trends in workplace design, to the
relationship between workspace
and corporate identity.
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February 23, 2018

sponsored by

Hotel Devín, Bratislava

Martin Pongratz, Head of Workplace
Strategy CEE, CBRE GmbH.

Ian Bogle, Founder and Managing
Director (UK/Asia), Bogle Architects

Adriana Starostová, Concept
Developer, Saint-Gobain Construction
Products, Ecophon Division

From left: Ivana Molnárová, Director of Profesia; Matej Bošňák, CEO of EY; and Tomas
Hegedus, MD, CBRE s.r.o.

Friedrich Passler, CEO / FOUNDING
PARTNER, AllesWirdGut
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by Andrej Kližan

Does Your Workplace Attract
New Talent?

